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Abstract : The sentiment analysis is the technique which can analyze the behavior of the user. Social media is producing a vast 

volume of sentiment rich data as tweets, notices, blog posts, remarks, reviews, and so on. There are main ly four steps which have to 

be used for the sentiment analys is. The data pre- processing is done in first step. The features are extracted in the second step which is 

further given as input to the third step. For the sentiment analysis, data is classified in the third step. For the purpose o f feature 

extraction the pattern based technique is applied. In this technique the patterns are generated from the existing patterns to increase the 

data classification accuracy. For the implementation and simulation results purpose the python software and NLTK toolbox have  been 

used. From the simulation results it has been seen that the new proposed approach is efficient as it will reduce the time of execution 

and at the same time increases the accuracy at steady rate. 
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Introduction  

Nowadays, the period of Internet has changed the way people express their perspectives, opinions. It is now essentially done through 

blog posts, online forums, product audit websites, and social media and so on. Before ge tting the product it is possible to inform the 

user about that product is satisfactory or not can be done by the use of Sentiment analysis (SA). According to the user requirement 

this method of analyzing is used by Marketers and firms to get understanding about their products or services. Textual Informat ion 

retrieval techniques primarily concentrate on processing, searching or analyzing the factual data show [1]. The subjective 

characteristics are expressed by some textual contents. These contents are for the most part opinions, sentiments, appraisals, attitudes, 

and emotions, which form the core of Sentiment Analysis (SA). Sentiment analysis can be defined as a process that automates mining 

of attitudes, opinions, views and emotions from text, speech, tweets and database sources through Natural Language Processing 

(NLP). Sentiment analysis includes classifying opinions in text into categories like "positive" or "negative" or "neutral" [2]. Twitter is 

a social networking and microblogging admin istration that  allows its users to post ongoing messages, called tweets. Tweets have 

numerous unique characteristics, which implicates new challenges and shape up the method for conveying sentiment analysis on it as 

compared to various domains. There are mainly two techniques for sentiment analysis for the twitter data. Machine learning based 

approach utilizes classification technique to classify text into classes [3]. There are fo r the most part two types of machin e learning 

techniques. Unsupervised learning does not consist of a category and they do not provide with the correct targets at all and therefore 

rely on clustering. Supervised learning is based on labeled dataset and along these lines the labels are given to the model d uring the 

process [4]. Lexicon based method utilizes sentiment dictionary with opinion words and match them with the data to determine 

polarity. They assigns sentiment scores to the opinion words describing how Positive, Negative and Objective the words contained in 

the dictionary are. Lexicon-based approaches mostly rely on a sentiment lexicon, i.e., an accumulat ion of known and precompiled  

sentiment terms, phrases and even idioms, developed for traditional genres of communicat ion [5]. The process along which the target 

present within a document is classified or categorized as positive or negative class is known as sentiment classification. This includes 

the three classification levels within it . Document level is the level in which the opinion document is classified here as be ing 

expressed as positive or negative opinion or sentiment. The complete document is considered to be as an information unit is all. In 

Sentence-level, the sentiment that is expressed in a sentence is classified. A subjective type of sentence is classified to be as a po sitive 

or negative opinion [6]. In Aspect-level, with respect to the certain aspects of entities, the sentiments are classified. With res pect to 

various aspects with same entity, d ifferent opinions can be presented.  

 

Literature Review  

Rincy Jose, et.al, (2015) proposed in this paper [7] Natural Language (NLP) based approach to enhance the sentiment classification 

by adding semantics in feature vectors and thereby using ensemble methods for classificat ion. Adding semantically similar words and 

context-sense identities to the feature vectors will increase the accuracy of prediction. The comparison of experiment  results 

conducted show that the semantics based feature vector with ensemble classifier outperforms the traditional bag -of-words approach 

with single machine learning classifier. The ensemble method performs better than the other traditional classification about 3- 5%.  

NehalMamgain, et.al, (2016) presented in this paper [8], a thorough effort to dive into the novel domain of performing sentiment 

analysis of individuals' opinions with respect to top colleges in India. Other than taking additional preprocessing measures like the 

expansion of net lingo and removal of duplicate tweets, a probabilistic model based on Bayes' theorem was utilized for spelling 

revision, which is disregarded in other research contemplates. This paper highlights the comparison results from number o f differen t 
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machine learn ing algorithms. Then by the analysis improvement in results have been seen by combining the SVM with RBF, linear  

polynomial and sigmoid function.  

 

Aldo Hernández, et.al, (2016) presented in this paper [9], a new sentiments analysis method to predict the future attacks on the web 

for the contents of twitter. In this method a tweets is gathered daily from the two sets of users. The individuals who utilize the 

platform as a method for expression for views on relevant issues, and the individuals who utilize it to present contents iden tified with 

security attacks in the web. Having the coefficient of determination greater than 44.34% and 99.2% for two contextual analyses can 

figure out whether a significant increase in the percentage of negative opinions are identified with attacks.  

 

Anurag P. Jain, et.al, (2015) in th is paper [10] classified the sentiments of users are classified by authors by using the classifiers of 

data mining. The k- nearest neighbor classifier gives the high accuracy it is demonstrated from the results. Results also demonstrate 

that the classification done by the ensemble approach will re4sult in improvement.  It can be seen from the test results that data 

mining classifiers is a decent decision for sentiments prediction utilizing tweeter data. In comparison to three already exis ting 

classifiers the k- nearest neighbor method outperforms the others.  By the use of Random Forest method the accuracy of prediction is 

improved by much extent.  

 

Ming Hao, et.al, (2011) p resented in this paper [11] three novel time based visual sentiment analysis techniques to explore h igh-

volume twitter data. This method provides a visual analysis of Twitter time series, which combines sentiment and stream analysis 

with geo and time-based interactive visualizations for the exp loration of genuine Twitter data streams. In addition to applying the 

above visual sentiment techniques to movie tweets, this method has successfully connected them to post purchase web survey data 

and amusement park Twitter data identifying interesting patterns of customer feedback. The proposed method has provided bette r 

results than the existing methods.  

 

ManjuVenugopalan, et.al, (2015) proposed in this paper [12], a method that goes for building up a half and half model for sentiment 

classification that explores the tweet specific features. It uses domain independent and domain specific lexicons to offer a domain  

oriented approach. The analyses have demonstrated that the results enhance by around 2 points on an average over the unigram 

baseline. The SVM accuracy has improved in the range 1.5 to 3.5 and J48 could provide an accuracy improvement ranging from 1. 5 

to 4 points across domains. The improved lexicon which have adapted polarities learn ing the domain and the tweet specific fea tures 

extracted have added to the improvement in classification accuracies. 

 

Research Methodology  

The sentiment analysis techniques have contained various steps and these steps are:- 

1. Input Data:- In the first step, the data is given as input  and input data is the twitter data which can either be in  the excel sheet or t he 

real t ime data which is extracted using the twitty application  

2. Pre-processing:- In the pre-processing phase the data which is given as input is pre-processed in which data is tokenized and stop 

words will be removed from the data 

3. Feature Extract ion:- The pre-processed data will be given as input to the feature extraction algorithm in which n-gram algorithm is 

been applied in which priority to each words is assigned which need to be classified  

4. Classification:- In the last step of sentiment analysis the classification technique is been applied on the feature extraction data for 

the sentiment analysis. In this work, SVM classifier is been applied for the data analysis. 

Pseudo code of N-gram algorithm for patterns generation  

Input: Tokenized strings TS, Matched Strings MS 

Output: Similarity list (CS) 

1. Construct dictionary of n-grams based on TS 

2. Traverse the input query string S into the candidate n-gram list TS 

3. Set the MS matched strings =0; 

4. For each input string belongs to Ts 

i. Find the input string from each words Ts 

ii. For each input string belongs to Ts 

iii. Frequency =frequency +1;  

iv. If(frequency >threshold ) 

v. Put the input string in the candidate list CL 

5. For   each Z belongs to candidate list(CL) do  

6. Calculate similarity (input string, Z) 

7. Results: Calculated similarity (CS)  

Pseudo code of SVM classifier for the patterns classification  

Input: - Calculated similarity list (CS)  

Output: Classified Data  
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1. Weight=0,bais=0, input=0 

2. R=max(x) 

3. While the whole data get classified into two classes in the for loop do  

4. For i=1 to CS(n) do 

5. If  Yi( <W i,Xi> +bias)< 0 then 

6. Wk+1=Wk+YiXi 

7. K=k+1;  

8. End if  

9. End while  

Return Classified data K, The k is the number of classes and x is the data in the classes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1: Proposed Flowchart  
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Experimental Results  

The proposed algorithm is proposed in Python and the results are analyzed in terms of various parameters such as accuracy and  

execution time 

.  

 

Fig 2: Accuracy Comparison 

As shown in figure 2, the accuracy of  pattern based algorithm and E-patterns based algorithm is compared in terms of accuracy and it 

is been analyzed that accuracy of enhanced algorithm is more due to batter analysis of the data. 
 

 

Fig 3: Execution time  

As shown in figure 3, the execution time of proposed and exis ting algorithm is terms of execution time. It is been analyzed that 

enhanced pattern based algorithm is less execution time.  
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Conclusion  

 

In this work, it is been concluded that sentiment analysis is the efficient technique to analyze the user behavior. T he sentiment 

analysis contains the four steps and in this work improvement in the feature extraction phase is done using the pattern based 

technique. The proposed improvement is implemented in python and it is analyzed that execution time is reduced to 10 percent and 

accuracy is increased to 20 percent.  
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